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1L.l INTRODUCTION 

Countries such as Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, India, Japan and South Africa are; in some 
very significant ways, emcrging powers in the international system of the post-Cold War era. 
Notably, these are all ~iliddle powers-defincd and understood in various ways. Middle powers, 
as emerging powers in the post-Cold War period, are assunling new roles and using innovative 
diplomatic tecluliques in some very distinctive ways. At the same time, no doubt, these couritries 
are facing numerous ncw cliallenges too. 

The tenu 'emerging power' is quite subjective and even misleading. Middle power, no doubt 
a sorne\vhat ambiguous and vague a term, nevertheless is used more ob-jectively, and yields 
usefill insights into the foreign policy priorities, diplomatic styles and position of such couiltries 
in the evolving international order. Thcreforl, it is from the nliddle power perspective that the 
anerging powers, listed in this Unit, have been discussed. 

11.2 MIDDLE POWERS AS EMERGlNG POWERS: SOME 
DEFINITIONAL ISSUES 

Middle powcr as a catcgory suffcrs from normative defects. It is, therefore, difficult to define 
tlie term neatly. Since tlie concept is somewhat loose and proble~natic, scholars have used 
different criteria to dcfine middle powers and have come up with different lists of countries that 
meet their respective criteria. 

Adding to the probleni is the fact that all middle powers do not behave in the same fashion. 
They have different resources, styles and contexts of their foreign policies. Bcsides, over a 
Period, countries may gain or lose their status and role as middle powers in the internatiollal 
system. Therefore, one sllould not piit too mucl~ e~ilpllasis on the gencric pattern of middle 
power behaviour. 
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Nonetheless, the framework remains usehl in understanding the foreign policy priorities and 
behaviour of countries, which perceive themselves as middle powers and are so perceived by 
others also. The continued relevance of the framework can be gauged from the fact that the 
framework has withstood the transformative changes witnessed in the international system from 
the end of the Second World War to the end of Cold War and after. 

-- - 

i 1.3 MAJOR APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING MIDDLE 
POWERS 

The subject of Internatio~ial Relations has for long dealt with the category of countries that are 
described as middle powers. Scholars and practitioners of diplomacy have defined middle 
powers generally in structural terms highlighting aspects of aggregate state power, location in 
the hierarchy of states, or idealist, normative influences in their foreign policics. 

11.3.1 Importance of Position 

It is most conmon to define a middle power by its position in the international hierarchy. In 
this view, niiddle powers are said to be those occupying the 'middle' point in a range of bigness 
atid smallness-usually ineasurcd by reference to such quantifiable attributes as area, population, 
size, complexity and strength of the economy, military capability, and other comparable factors. 
In this first approach, niiddle powers are some time equated with medium or intermediate 
powers. However, such an approach has its own problenis. Particularly, how to work out 
qua~itifiable measures of power? Nevertheless, such an approach clearly satisfies the need to 
differentiate between those states, which are not great powers but are not ~ninor powers either. 

11.3.2 Place of Geography 

Others, by contrast, have suggested that middle. powers are derived from a state's geography. 
A middle power, it is asserted, is a state physically located 'in the middle' between the system's 
great powers. The geographical approach has at least two variants. One suggests that a state, 
which is powerkl within its geographical region, might usefully be thought of as a middle 
power. In this view, middle powers are actually regional powers. Another variant, common in 
the bipolar/Cold War period, suggested that middle powers are those, which occupy soii~c kihd 
of a 'middle' position, ideologically, between the polarised great powers. They generally included 
neutral and Non-aligned states-India, Sweden and Yugoslavia-in this category. 

The criteria of size and geography have also been used to describe countries, which are regional 
powers. Regional powers are predomi~lant in their respective sub-regionslregions but rilay not. 
liecessarily be middle powers. Being predon~inant, they are able to influence the course of 
events in their regions and. therefore, edlibit many middle power attributes. But one should not 
take all regional powers to be middle power. 

11 -3.3 Normative Approach 
A third approach, and it is more widely accepted, is the normative view of middle powers. In 
this view, niiddle powers are seen as potentially wiser or niore virtuous than states positioned 
either 'above' them (the great powers) or 'below' then1 (the minor powers). They are thought 
to be 'good i~ltenlational citizens'; especially niiddle powers such as Australia and Canada, 
which clai~n that their foreign policies are inspired and infused with 'liberal internationalism'. 

111 the normative view, middle powers are thougllt to be trustworthy because they can exert 
diplomatic influel~ce without the likelihood of recourse to force. They also have a good past i I 
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record of conduct and co~ltributioll to tlle working of the international system, and thereby, they 
would also have earned some rights and credibility, including in the perception of the great 
powers. Because of this, countries located 'in the middle' are portrayed as taking their 
responsibilities in the creation and maintenance of global order seriously. 

Such a view that ascribes certain nonns to middle powers however has its own difficulties: 

i) Such middle powers may take high moral ground but thcir actual conduct does not always 
stand close scrutiny. Contrast, for example, Australian and Canadian rhetoric 011 Kuwait's 
sovereignty in the Gulf conflict of 1991 with their silence on Indonesia's invasion and 
annexation of East Timor in 1975. They may have the 'arrogance of no power' and end 
up taking very rigid stands, which certainly is not the essence of inter-state relations. 

ii) A second difficulty with the noi-mafive approach is that it tends to exclude a wide variety 
of states, which might reasonabljr claim membership in the rank of the middle powers 
accordilig to other criteria. Their proclaimed idealisnl and virtuosity alone cannot be the 
normative basis of nliddle power category. 

iii) One also notices that such like-minded 'good international citizens' are all developed 
northern states of middle size-Canada, the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden-rather 
than a broader range of states that might include such countries as Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, 
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Nigerii~ or Poland. 

11.4 BEHAVIOURAL APPROACH 

It is argued, therefore, that the essence of middle power diplolnatic activity is captured best by 
cmphasising~ not by what this group of countrics sllould be doing but what type of diplomatic 
behaviour they do, or could, display in common. This fourth approach, the hehnvioz4ral, pays 
morc attention to parlict~lar behaviours associated with middle powers. According to this approach, 
middle powers strongly pursue multilaterrtl solutions to international problems. They c~nbrace 
compromise and work to build consensual positions in international disputes. They uphold 
values of 'good international citizenship' to guide their diplomacy. Inlportantly, and above all, 
their bcliaviour is guidcd by a belief in thcir technical and entrepreneurial ability to fi1lfil such 
roles. 'rkc notcd Canadian diplonzat and scholar, W. H. Holmes has described it as thc 'functional' 
rcsourccs for effective perfornlance of' middle powcr roles. 

11.4.1 General Attributes of Middle Power Behaviour 

To recapitulate the discussidn, it is clear that there is not onc scielltific definition of middle 
power. Also, all middlc powers do not always behave in thc sanle fashion. It also needs to 
become clear that middlc power behaviour llas bccn far from static in nature. As the i~lter~~ational 
system has cl~anged, wc have seen dranlatic modifications in the bchaviour of thesc states. One 
cannot also ascribe any permanence to middlc powers: countries do gain and lose middle power 
characteristics. 

Yet, there remains something notable about tlieir foreign policies and their conduct in the 
international system. Let 11s tllerefore esamine, cvllo are the middle powers'? How do they 
behave and wily they behave in the M,ay they behave? 

1) Middle powers are not great powers, not because they do not have the lnilitslly capabilities 
or the econolllic strength of the grcat powers. 111 reality, in telms of size, military capability 
or econolnic developnlent level, a tniddle power may not be different from a grcat powcr. 
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But they are not small powers either. Countries perceive themselves as middle powers and 
position then~selves in the international system so as to view it differently, rather 
independently. This they do, so  as to mark their presence in international affairs; and, 
importantly, not to leave the international system to the vagaries of the great powers. 

Middle powers are ~nultilateralists. At its core, the concept of middle power diplon~acy 
signifies a certain type and a certain content of foreign policy based on an attaclunent to 
n~ultilateral institutions and a collaborative world order. A middle power does not view 
itself to be effective if working alone. Working through nliiltilateral institutions or in a 
small group of states: nl~ddle po\vers are capable of systemic impact. The tern1 evokes 
caution, equivocaIness, and issue-specific activism, even leadership. It calls for an agile 
and flexible foml of statecraft on top of a firm sense of international conlmitment. Middle 
powers have, so to say, their 'own ways of doing things'; their strength lies in pursuing 
acconmlodation, consensus and voluntarism. They are multilateralists and 'good international 
citizens', though not necessarily always. Only in a norms-based multilateral international 
system, middle powers can play their due roles and check the arbitrary and unilateral 
tendcncies of the great powers. In some very important ways, middle powers thus challenge 
the notion that power alone is or could be the basis of international relations. 

3)  Middle powers are 'functional' powers. The principlc of 'functionalism' means that middle 
powers have comparative advantage in certain specific areas. They have requisite resources 
and skills in select areas, where they can make a difference in the functioning of the 
intematio~lal system. Admittedly, these resources and specialised skills are not unifonn to 
all the middle powers; nor do they remain constant. These resources and skills could be, 
for instance, in the area of international peacekeeping, mediation, dc. 

In other words, by working upon their comparative advantage, middle powers contribute in 
their own distinct ways, what even great powers cannot, to the international systcm. The 
'finctional' middle powers are able to check the unilateral tendencies and coercive behaviour: 
generally associated with the foreign policy of big powers. Their middle range capabilities 
allow them to pursue, what today is called, 'niche diplomacy'. They are good in international 
coalition building because they carry a certain weight and credibility in thc international system. 
Since they are unlikely to subordillate their coalition partners to their own ends, they make 
acceptable leaders. They pursue 'niche diplon~acy' because they have the credibility with the 
weak and the powerful alike. Even great powers on occasions rely on rniddle powers for their 
credibility and mediatory skills. 

Tl~eoreticaIly, even small powers could have issue-specific comparative advantage; but middle 
powers are capable of holding on to their own in the international system dominated by great 
powers. Besides, they are able to marsllal necessary sources to back up their colnmitments. 
Middle powers do not suffer capability-coi1ulzitl11e1lt gap, which small powers generally do. In 
short, middle powers are invariably conlmitted to broadening and maximising, what is called, 
the 'Grotian perspective' in international politics-promotitlg rule of law, dialogue and collsensus 
building, etc. 

11.4.2 Concluding Observations on Middle Powers 

Based on the above: scholars have pointed out other roles which are conu~~on in varying degrees 
to all middle powers: roles of regionallsub-regional leadership, functional leadership, role as 
systenl stabilisers, negative roles. as  'first followers' and 'fence sitters', and roles as 'good 
international citizer~s'. Other schoIars have also differentiated middle powers in ter~ns of their 
ability to keep d i s t a~~ce  from major power conflicts; a degree of autotlomy in their foreign 
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policies from major powers; support for international status quo and stability; and a commitment 
to gradual reform of the i~ztenlational system. 

In sum, one may say that 'n~iddlepowennanship'-to use an expression coined by W. H. 
Holmes-is a set of belzaviour. Better clescribed, it is a process that is always responding to the 
emerging exigencies. In that way, middle powers have been there in all ages and in all kinds 
of international system. The concept of middle power, no gainsaying, remains somewhat elusive. 
W. H. Holnzes has suggested that the tcnn should remain a~~biguous, somewhat 'mystical', and 
for right reasons. The ambiguity enables middle powers to suitably modify their roles, and 
advance their perceived political objectives and diplonlatic style in the international system. 

One needs also to accept that middle powers behave in all sorts of ways. Roles associated with 
them are performed by all sorts of states-super powers, great powers, upper middle powers 
and lower nliddle powers: regional and sub-regional powers, and small powers-and, no matter, 
in wlzatever other manner international hierarchy is described. Nonetheless, what is obvious is 
that nziddle powers cannot do some of the things that the great powers can do; in the same way 
they do certain things that snzaller powers cannot. 

It is said that 'middlepowennanship' is a role always in search of an actor; and scores of states 
]lave in different periods and circun~stances scripted the role differently for themselves. In the 
end. middle powers may not have the strength of a giant, they have the skills of a dancer; and 
they will continue to perform those roles wl~atever be the shape of thc intenldiollal systenl. 

11.5 MIDDLE POWERS IN THE ERA OF COLD WAR 

In tlze immediate post-1945 era, most middle powers were very much in support of the 
international order, which was established and underwritten by American l~egenzony. ~ o s i  
middle powers were aligned rather than non-aligned with US and depended on US security 
umbrella. They were active mellibers of various alliances such as NATO. Of all the countries 
under discussion here. only China and India had responded differently. India's Non-aligned 
policy seriously questioned the great power domination and politics of bloc fonnation. 

Aligned or non-aligned. nliddle powers invariably stood by tlze UN systcm. A strengthened UN 
systenl could alone ensure col~zpliance with international nonns, reduce the over-bearing presence 
of great powers: and promote norms of cooperation, consensus and negotiations. In other words, 
all' these countries, true to their nziddle power vocation, were multilateralists. Only through a 
strong UN system, they could make a difference in the functionirzg of the international system. 
The foreign policy of India was also directed at, in cooperation with Non-aligned and other 
developing countries, strengtllening the UN system. Anlong thcsc countries, only tlze nlainland 
China looked at its own position differently, In the first place, it was kept out of LN, being 
represented by Taiwan for long. Besidcs, it was always determined to emerge, and be recagnised, 
as a great power. An eletlzent of defiance was always part of its foreign policy as the Western 
alliance sought its isolation. 

The tight bipolarity and the Cold War conflict had a constraining effect on middle powcr 
diplomacy. With the international agenda dominated by geopolitical-security issues, middle 
powers had little room for maneuverability. Those which were alliance partners suclz as Australia 
and Canada were often the 'first followers' of US; otl~ers like Japan, restrained by its treaty 
obligations. showed reluctance to lead independently. Non-aligned countries such as India alone 
sl~owed independence. Non-alignment was however so much rhetoric; at best, it tried to build 
an international opinion against the bloc politics. Be that as it may, for the most part, middle 
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powers were making efforts only to ease the global tensions; and, through peacekeeping and 
amls control etc., tried to avert the possibility of the outbreak of another world war. 

In quite a number of instances, the role adopted by middle powers encompassed mediatory 
activity between antagonistic Cold War blocs. In particular, countries such as India, under Pt. 
Jawaharlal Nehm, and Sweden frequently engaged in this type of inter-bloc diplomatic activity. 
Aligned middle powers sue11 Canada and Australia had more often tended to focus more on 
intra-bloc relations. They were defusing tensions between bloc members; for instance Canada 
dehsed the crisis that had developed between U S  on one hand and Britain and France 01.1 the 
other during the Suez crisis' of 1956. Canada and Australia had also urged restraint to the 
alliance leader during the Korean and Vietnam wars; and resisted US tendency towards 
isolationism. A considerable amount of attention was paid by most of the middle powers to 
mediation and conflict resolution wit11 respect to regional 'brushfires'. Here, they were often 
involved in peacekeeping roles in various parts of the world. 

This is not to suggest that middle powers had only limited role and left no impact on the 
internatioilal system. Particularly aligncd middle powers on occasions did prevail upon US and 
indeed were 'able to lead the elephant'. Cases of this nature however remained ]nore atypical 

i 
and were restricted to instances in which the US itself was basically willing to be reined in. i 

1 
What canle out nlore glowingly is .the role of these countries in dehsing regional crisis and 
participate in UN peacekeeping activities. Non-aligned nliddle powers also had an impact in 
strengthening the functioning of the LIN General Assenlbly and away from the great power- 
donlinated Security Council. These M.ere feeble but laudable attempts in delnocratising the 

! 
functionillg of the world body. 

11.6 'RELOCATION' QF THE IDEA OF MIDDLE POWER AND I 

EMERGING POWERS , 

Scholars and specialists of international relations nearly concur that especially in periods of 
nlajor transitions and f l ~ l s  in the intel-uational system, middle powers' activism beconlcs nlorc i 

I 

pronounced. They are able to utitise their resources and skills in reshaping and reorderillg the 
international systc~n away from great power domination and towards a somewhat 'democratised' 
order. They are able to bring in more of their values of coalition- and consensus building and 
rule of law. This has been said, for esample, of the period itrunediately after 1945. It has also 
been true of the dktente years of the early and the mid-1970s; and it is being reitcrated for the 
period in the aftermath of Cold War. 

So~ne far-reaching political and cconornic changes are taking place in the present international 
systeln. In tile changing inten~ational system, the idea of nliddle powcr can be 'relocated' to 
more usefully capture the importance and the role of emersing powers under discussion here. 

1) The very definition of leadership is in flux. As against a more stn~cturally determined 
definition that prevailed aFter 1945, economic globalisation and interdependence have now 
put a prerniunl 011 the teclulical and entreprene~~rial definition of leadership. In place of 
power structures as  the basis of lzadcrship (rather hegel~lony), there is recognition of the 
'role of agents' in the explanations of the world politics. 

I 

I 

2) Especially when analysing question of international cooperation in an era of uncertainty, 
there is recognition of the role that less powerful states may play in the process of cooperation 
building. Wherever the principle of powcr is being challenged by the necessity and reality 
of interdependence, middle powers have ncw windows of opportunity opened to 'them in 
the illternatiorlal system. 
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3) In the evolving world order, tllc numbcr of actors-both state and IIOII-state-has also 
increased. Significantly, tliese actors arc both international systelnic and domestic, who are 
capable of exercising non-structural leadership. 

4) The nunlber of issue areas where non-stn~ctural leadership is fortlicon~ing and is, in fact. 
req~tircd, has also grown. CI~anges and challenges in the intcniatio~ial econoiiiic and political 
order are sucll that thcy are not a~nellablc to the unrestrained illflue~~ce of great powers. It 
is being said that -ganles of skills' are replacing 'tests of will'. What it all means is that 
while stn~ctural leadership by the great powers remains the most important source of 
initiative. other categories of leadership can also be significant in catalysing the processes 
of refor111 and change. cspccially those requiring considerable cooperation and collaboration. 

5 )  Such roles 111ay be better performed by appropriately qualified n~iddle powers in ways 
different from the past pattenis. At the core of sucll assertion is the changing nature of the 
international agenda. The salielice of new issues of environ~uent, econoniic cooperation in 
fact does not lend itself to stnictural leadership easily. III other words, the structural power 
as the basis of domination-subordination has declined and is being replaced by qualities of 
leadership that attract followers on solne sound bases of principles. 

Tllc asssntrnption of an emerging multi-polar world, it is granted, is very ambiguous. One can 
assiune that US will continue to Iia\~e a central rolc but the influence of othcr centres of 
stn~ctural powers viz. EU and Japan will also grow. Along with thcsc centres of stn~cturai . 
po\vcr, there would also bc non-stn~ctl~ral powers and actors-be thcy nliddle powers or non- 
state entities. They will also be a source of Icadcrship- a leadership t11at is based on pers~lasion 
and not force. 

Since the nature of both Ieada-ship and follo~~~crship is changing, a theoretical reconsideration 
of middle power beliaviour is in order. 1i1 other words. in the changed international circunsstmices 
of ioday. the idea of middle power is in necd of 'relocation'. There is a liiqtus in the stn~ctural 
leadership. and this gap is being fillcd by the nliddle powers. A~ld this is what precisely is 
nlaking tllenl emerijng powers. Besides. dcvclopcd economics of US and, more so: of EU 
countries and Japan themselves arc fitting increasing exposure to the vagaries of econonlic 
globalisation. demonstrating thereby the dcgrec to which interdependence has deepened in the 
international system. The middle pov-ors feel cvcn more acutcly tlic impact of this increased 
interdepaidence. In othcr words, thcrc are both opportunities and constraints for nliddle powers 
to suitably modifil and cldiance their roles. 

The fact that the idea of niiddlc power is gctting -rclocatcd' is evident sincc the 1980s. Adapting 
to new circunist~ccs, niiddle powvers have bccolne increasingly quick and flexible ill responding 
not only to some new collditioi~s and circumstances but in taking diff'ralt fornls of initiatives 
in policy tcnlls. Whilc growing interdapendcncc has tl~rown up more chnllcnlgcs and csposed 
tliese states to greater w~lncrabilitics. it has also provided new windows of opportunity (perl~aps, 
luore windows of necessity). It seenls clear that  middle powers have greater freedom of action 
thnist upon the111 in tcrms of their diplomacy. Numerous middle powers arc now lookillg for 
ways to assert themselves. tencling to adopt fornls of crcativc action when confroated with the 
altercd circun~stances or dcmands. Deepaling of interdcpcndence apart, two otl~er factors have 
worked to reinforce the ability :rnd \villingncss of middle pocvers to adopt a more activist, 
initiative-orientcd appraach in the i~lteniational area. First is the change in the slobal agenda 
from *higli' policy issues of mi l i t a~~- s~cur i t~  to the 'sccond' and .third' agendas of econolnic 
cooperation and social/ environmental issues. The shift in the international agenda has altered 
perceptions and defiliitions of 'national interest' and 'national security'. A second factor impelli~lg 
middle power activism is t lx  acccnti~ntcd intcr~nushing of do~nestic politics wibh foreign policy. 

1 
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W ~ t h  -second
y 

and 'third' agenda issues increasingly in con~rnand, internal societal forces are 
more involved in 'don~est~c' issues 11avi11g international ramifications; and in those 'international' 
issues which have a spill-over Into national arena For middle powers, foreign policy therefore 
has become a 'two-level ganle'. A classic case of  this type is the protectionist policies on 
textiles practised by a number of'industrialised middle powers including Australia and Canada; 
or the question of protecting agricultural sector in India from WTO rules. In sum, middle power 
behaviour in the 1990s has become not only more segmented but also more multifaceted. Now, 

I 
middle power leadership on issues of 'second' and 'third' agendas is not and cannot be based 
on the classical notlon of power. Nor can it be based on great economic capability of the sort, , 
for instance, possessed by Japan. Rather, ~tliddle power leadership and initiative-taking will 
have to be based on non-structural folms of power; and on the influence associated with the 
imaginative and energetic use of their diplomatic skills. Middle powers are engaged as never I 

beforc in colnplex political and econonlic activities for building new regional and international 
strategic conu~lunities, enconlpassing aspects of both economic cooperation and political security. 

11.6.1 Categorisation of Middle Power Activities 

To. schematise the emergent pattern of nliddle powers, noted scliolars-Andrew F. Cooper, 
kchard A. Higgott and Kim Rtcl~ard Nossal-have attempted mapping out categories of action. 
A middle power approach to &plomacy e~nphasises entrepreneurial flair and tecluiical competeilce 
in the pursuit of diplomatic activities. Not only this diplomacy is devoted to building consensus 
and cooperati011 on issue specific agendas, it is invariably differentiated and has an important 
temporal elenlent as well. Consequently, an itemised pattern of middle power behaviour- 
changing over time-can be set out as: 

1) Catalyst: Entrepreneurial middle powers may act as catalyst with respect to a diplo~natic I 
effort, providing the ilttellectual and political energy to trigger an initiative and, in that 
sense, take the lead in gathering tbllowers around it. 

1 

2)  Facilitator: In the early and middle stages, the focus may be on agenda setting. The actor/ 
s ivould be a facilitatoris for some for111 of associational, collaborative, a11d coalitional 
activity. Coalition building on issue-specific questions is a central teclmique of middle 

1 

, 
power leadership, which otllenvise do not have the structural power of the great. Coalitions 
are a tneans of leveraging power. This kind of task entails planning, convening and hosting 

1 

of fonliative meetings, setting priorities and drawing up rhetorical declarations and n~anifesto. 

3) Manager: A third stage would be that of a manager with a heavy emphasis on institution 
building. 11.1 its broadest sense, institution building includes not only the creation of formal 
organisations and rcgi~nes but also the development of conventions and nonns. Central to 
institution building is a work programme that establishes a division of labour, the 
developnlent of nlonitoring 'activity, and possibly the establishn~ent of a secretariat or 
bureaucracy. This managerial stage also requires the development of confidence building 
measures and facilities for disputc resolution in wllicll trust and credibility are built up. 
Confidence building also seeks'to alleviate misunderstandings and misperceptions through 
liaison efforts, shuttIe diplomacy, and the use of alternative formal and informal fora, the 
creation of transparency, and other means to push a given process forward. In addition, this 
activity can be coinplemented by a push to deillonstrate the relevance or importance of the 
inrtiative by operationalisilig some of the more practical-and depoliticised-proposals 
and progranunes. 

These three Inail1 roles depend on  collection of data, cvhich often requires technical skills: 
which the middle powers, posscss in good deal. Such technical skills are no doubt possessed 
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more by the great powers but t h y  are invariably occupicd with larier azendas t11a11 do middle 
powers for wllo~ii one intcniational issue loonls so large that they 'devote larger proportion of 
their time, encrzy and resources to it. This is precisely what is meant by 'niche diplomacy'. 

By \\fa): of caution. one should not overestimate the magnitude of this fonli of initiatives in 
international relations. The infli~ence of liiiddle powers varies issue by issue, by iilstitutioaal 
arcna, and by tlie openness and receptivity to initiatives from other sources. 

In the end. one cannot lose sight of the fact that the international relations still realain based 
largely on stn~ctural power: and the irlfluenco of niiddle powers in agclida setting and policy 
coordination re~ilai~is constrained by s~ructural factors. 

11.6.2 Observations on Some of the Emerging Powers 

As has beell noted earlier, nlost of nliddle powers under discussion here are being describedas 
einergi~ig p.owers for tl~cir ability to raisc a variety of issues, fonn and lead coalitions of tlie 
like-minded couiltries around specific issues, and work to\\ards the rcfonn of the inter~lational 
system along democratic and equitable lines. In many different ways, middle powers are engaged 
in all kinds of agendas. Middle power Frru11ewol.k is said to be a 'made-in-Canada' fralilework. 
The. liberal internationalist ~iliddle power Canada has had its comparative advantage in areas 
such as international peacekeeping, mediation and 'quiet diplomacy'. 111 recent years, it has 
succcssfiilly employed its coalition-building and othcr skills in areas sucl~ as the intenlatiolzal 
treaty banning tlie anti-personnel landniines and the establisl~liie~lt of the Intenlatio~ial Criminal. 
Courc. 

Another self-perceived liberal internat~onalist middle powcr is Australia. Givcli t11e nlediu11-1 
size of its economy and military capabilities, this middlc power Iias, since the 1970s, developed 
and deployed a multilatcralist approach so as to ranain actively engagcd in building consensus 
011 nlatters of political-security and eco~lo~ilic cooperation in the highly co~~ip lcs  Asia Pacific 
region. Australia's initiative in the creation of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperatioil (APEC) 
and its policy of 'engagement with Asia' in tllc 1990s arc the foremost esannples of a. middle 
powcr seeking to build a strategic community in the region. Australia and Canada, the two 
major resource export-dependent economics, have also been instn~maltal in the creation of tlie 
Cairns Group of agricultural exporting countries. Tlle Cairns Group co~lsists of both developed 
and developing economies that are adversely affcctcd by the agricultt~ral policies of protcctio~~jsln 
and subsidies followed by EU, and US alld is therefore working for a i~on-discri~~iinaton 
trading system in a~~riculture. 

Middle po\\ars arc not necessarily reg~o~tnl powers. But cv1icr-r the): are, as for instance is the 
case with Brazil, India. and Soi~tll Africa: they esercisc colisidcrable i~lfluence 'over their 
respective sub-regions. Of all the Latin American countries. national capabilities make Brazil 
a nzidrlle po\ver, It is one of the emerging markets of thc 1990s. in thc sanlc \\fay as it was 
labeled a newly industrialising countn (IVICs) or an advanced indtrstrialising countrj~ (ADC) 
lniddle power in tlie 1070s. Its prcoccl~patiojl wit11 econol~~ic dcvclopment process has enabled 
it to bellave illore as a regional powcr that is keen to engage the neighbouring countries in 
econoiiiic cooperati011 through. for example, tlic South Cone Common Market (Mcrcosur), 
while l~olding on to a nloderate collsel~sual political position. At thc iiltenlatio~ial level toot it 
has opted for a foreign policy of 'intcrcsted neutralism' wllilc sccking to pronlote its economic 
and trade interests. 

A developil~g niiddle power, India has had its skills provcd and tcstcd in its leadersllip of the 
Non-align.ed Moven~ent in the 1050s and the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  It is a multilateralist lniddlc power with 
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comparative advantage in peacekeeping and mediatory &plomacy. It has a complex strategic 
scenario in South Asia and beyond, which made it take the time-tested route of becoming a 
nuclear power to ensure its own security. In the 1990s, the country has been engaged in a series 
of complex strategic dialogues practically with all the major and emerging powers. Its diplomacy 
is sophisticated and its credibility in the international system makes it a natural coalition leader 
of like-minded countries on specific issues. The size, its economic riches, and geo-strategic 
location make South Africa a middle power. However, its ability to lead issue-specific coalitional 
patterns in the African continent is strongly dependent on its ability to become a multi-racial 
and a multi-cultural democratic society. 

Japan's political role never corresponded to its economic might during the Cold War era. 
Although Japan as the world's largest creditor and aid giver had tremendous economic power, 
there have been only few signs that Tokyo is prepared to exercise agenda-based leadership. Its 
priorities have primarily been of avoiding risks and dangers. In contrast to the activism displayed 
by nlore skilful middle powers, its diplomatic approacll remained exceedingly cautious and 
reactive in nature. Far from taking the lead on specific issues, it tended to hold back and let 
other actors do the running. International expectations and the decline in its economic strength 
in the wake of the Asian financial crisis of 1998 are now making it accept greater re~~ohsibilities 
for international peace and security. Some of the skills that have been utilised by other emerging 
powers are only now being learnt by Japan. As compared to others, China never perceived itself 
nor, interestingly, it was perceived by the Western world as a middle power. In the Western 
perception, it always had the potential of a great power. An emerging economic powerhouse, 
it is argued that China, once it is firily developed, is capable of exercising political influence 
on a much larger Asia Pacific region and would reorder Asia Pacific region in a very different 
way. 

11.7 SUMMARY 

Conventional approaches of size and position, geography and norms have limitations in 
understanding the foreign policy conduct of middle powers, which are the emerging powers in 
conte~nporary international relations. 

Middle powers do not necessarily behave in the same fashion. However, one finds that they are 
invariably always multilateralist. They have comparative advantage in certain areas where using 
their expertise and skills they can and do make a difference in the fbnctioning of the international 
system. 

Their preferences for politics of consensus, coalition building, peacekeeping and their distinctive 
specialisations in mediatory diplomacy enable them to impact the international system in some 
major ways. By their presence in the il~temational system, they question the principle of power 
being the basis of international relations. By their activism, they make the system remain based 
on international legal and moral norms. 

1 b 

Cold War had a constraining effect on middle powers. In the post-Cold War period and in the 
era of econornic globalisation, most niiddle powers are being described as emerging powers. 1 
The very concept of n~iddle power has undergone ~nodification, rather relocation' as structural 
changes in the international system and rise of new agenda items is allowing middle powers 1 

to not only assume new roles but also pursue them in very different and innovative manners. 
They are filling up the leadership void, and also providing a leadership that is technical and 
entrepreneurial and not based on power. Their activism is deepening the conditions of 
interdependence in the emerging multipolar and 'democratising' world order. I 
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11.8 EXERCISES 

1) Briefly describe the main approaches for understanding the middle powers. 

2)  Identify the principal behavioural aspects of middle power diplomacy. 

3) Explain 'good international citizetlship' and multilateralism. 
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